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DEDICATION
This book is dedicated to increasing the level of Peace and
WorldPeace in the world human society.
WorldPeace is a possible dream.
When peace becomes our priority,
WorldPeace will become our reality.
- Dr John WorldPeace JD
WorldPeace is a journey,
not a destination.
- Dr John WorldPeace JD
This is our cry,
This is our prayer
Peace in the World

NOTES: Dr. John WorldPeace JD
I was born in 1948, in Houston, Texas.
In October 1970, I wrote my first poem of the poems that I am
publishing. Since then, I have written about 2400 poems. Most of
the poems could be looked at as a short biography of my life; onepage snap-shots of what I was thinking or experiencing at the
moment over the last 50 years.
I have also published selections of the poems. In June 2018, I began
to self-publish the selections of poems and all the poems I have
ever written to date in chronological order using Amazon’s selfpublishing software. There will be about 30 poem books in total. I
did not publish the various books in chronological order.
I will continue to write poems and in fact, will probably increase the
volume of poems over the coming years. I also intend to pick a
theme like Santa Fe, New Mexico and write a book about my
impressions there. The number of possible subjects is infinite.
I have also published a book of Haiku which are 3 line poems with
5, 7, 5 syllables per line. I would expect to publish a book of these
poems annually and also some theme books of Haiku.
My genetics and my current state of health make me confident,
barring some accident, that I will live past 100.
I do not force my poems. I don’t write unless I feel inspired. I have
no desire to set a world record for a number of poems written in a
lifetime. Working toward some number of poems would crash the
whole project by cheapening it.
The poems are written in a couple of minutes, 2-10, then put away
in a binder by year. I have lost less than a dozen poems over the
years. Usually within 5-10 minutes after writing the poem I have no
real memory of what I wrote. However, if I reread it, I will have a
familiarity with what I wrote. The changes I make when publishing
are very few.

This book was conceived in 1995. I wrote half of it and then
stopped. I picked it up again a month ago and finished it. 190630.
I have never seen a book of one line poems. I can see I will write
more one-liners now that I understand what I am doing and have
a process.
From my website (johnworldpeace.com) you will see over 9000
pages. I have had many significant projects in my life and several
have been going forward for 50+ years.
I have a lot of experience and three university degrees. I have
never stopped expanding my mind. 50+ years of writing poems,
spiritual books, Jesus books, a few novels have given me a
significant channel into an infinite reservoir. I am 71 going on
40.
I say this in case you wonder where 1000 one line poems came
from.
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PROLOGUE

All understanding seems like nonsense.
All teachings seem like nonsense.
All realities seem like nonsense.
All knowledge sees like nonsense.
All experience sees like nonsense.
All utterances seem like nonsense.
All thoughts seem like nonsense.
All wisdom seems like nonsense.
The only sense is nonsense
and infinite nonsense is perfect clarity
residing within Infinite Oneness.
Nothing is really ever what it seems to be!
Apathy reigns in the World Human Society. Few care.
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1. The most elevated mountain peak never emerges from
the ocean.
2. When light is perceived to penetrate darkness - the
mind turns over.
3. When darkness is perceived to envelop the light - the
mind is lost.
4. The black and white Magpie sings a soundless color.
5. The black and white Orca is blind.
6. The black and white zebra disappears when mating.
7. When light and dark cannot be distinguished - one eye
opens.
8. Within one poetic verse - a thousand reside.
9. Within a thousand poetic verses - nothing resides.
10. Perceiving death - no one dies.
11. Deeply mired in the thick mud - the elephant sees
forever.
12. Flowers manifest from the earth when Spring does not
come.
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13. The yellow bird flies from the branch vanishing into
thin air.
14. Death is only a metaphor but our bodies die just the
same.
15. Climbing up the mountain - she goes nowhere.
16. Swimming across the lake - he vanishes.
17. Climbing stairs with unmoved feet.
18. The clock marks time but the water never boils.
19. I see with eyes that cannot hear.
20. I return to the womb as I am birthed.
21. The dog is a four-legged rock.
22. The mind reverses polarity and pain becomes pleasure.
23. The shade of the great tree heats the ground.
24. In absolute stillness - the river flows into the sea.
25. Eating fish - he became deaf.
26. I hook a fish - I land the ocean.
27. A thousand questions - not one truthful answer.
28. The venerated old man was stupid only when he tried
to speak.
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29. When he opened his eyes - he no longer saw.
30. Thinking is the harbinger of death.
31. In birth - only death.
32. Clear light - dark night.
33. In terror - find peace.
34. In the crowd - she is clearly alone.
35. On his individual path he followed everyone.
36. The untrained mind remains clear within chaos.
37. The old heron grows fat in the dried lake bed.
38. The cloudless sky blocks the sun.
39. The light of a thousand candles manifests darkness.
40. Religion is the unforgiving taskmaster of humanity.
41. Simplicity is perfect complexity.
42. Always is never.
43. There is no change in change.
44. The color red is the sound of a stringless harp.
45. Mounting the ass she vanished.
46. Mounting her ass – they blissed out.
47. The bee sings the honey.
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48. A careless act completes the task.
49. He breathed his clay.
50. Standing firm he fell down.
51. Falling down he looked up.
52. Traveling in all directions she arrived everywhere
confused.
53. Surfing one thought - she rode five waves.
54. The ocean is a flame.
55. The universe is not.
56. Love is none.
57. Sex is death.
58. Life is crowded separation.
59. The cold wind burned his mind.
60. Light and dark are neither.
61. Standing tall is bending low.
62. The ringing bell disturbs the peace.
63. The round ball lays flat.
64. The clear glass is black.
65. Perfect harmony seems chaotic.
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66. The breath of life enslaves the soul.
67. No sun - no moon - the earth turns.
68. Left and right are front and back.
69. Children illuminate the path of the dark earth.
70. Parents never have children who appear anyway.
71. Sunlight - moonlight – Flashlight light and darkness
everywhere.
72. The thunderstorm comes with its gift of peace.
73. The barren moon gives light to the darkened earth.
74. The perfect sound seems like silence.
75. Perfect motion is unmoving.
76. The frog croaks - the water lily blooms.
77. The sea has nowhere to go.
78. The spider’s web holds fast a hundred chirping crickets.
79. Crocodiles in the river - butterflies across the field.
80. Sleeping in my bed - I sit upon the floor.
81. The perfect square has no corners.
82. All points are infinite.
83. All paths are finite.
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84. The peacock’s feathers are made of iron.
85. Home is an illusion.
86. The sharpest knife is an unbridled tongue.
87. From deadly poison comes a perfect cure.
88. The sweetest cake is the strongest shackle.
89. The tongue of the vicious dog heals the deadly wound.
90. Seeing clearly in muddy water.
91. Cow’s milk - snake’s venom – mosquito bite.
92. Blank paper - starry night.
93. Birds in flight - buried gravel for the craw.
94. As above - so below.
95. The rugged road is the smoothest path.
96. Falling up - drinking dirt.
97. Hate is a button - love is a tent.
98. The blinding eye - the crooked post.
99. The mind’s needle strings the grains of galaxies.
100. The chaotic earth spins in peace and harmony.
101. On the back of a common snail rides the personal god.
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102. Being very large it is not heavy - being very small it is
not green.
103. The wind flowers – water chimes.
104. The sun cools the night - stars light the day.
105. Perfect logic is one green leaf.
106. Fire wets - air colors.
107. Knowledge is a box - wisdom is quiet knowing.
108. Joy is black tar - sorrow is grain.
109. Attraction is desolation - apathy is red.
110. The blackest bird is red.
111. Warm air – birds – sea ice -water.
112. Numbering the stars - counting grains of sand the
brain fries.
113. Writing pictures - reading grass – painting wall paper.
114. The 2D edgeless form - the depthless 3D shape.
115. The nonsensical word - the enigmatic images.
116. Chop air - carry air.
117. The eight legged four eyed spider - the all knowing
worm.
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118. Ocean and fish - air and air – universe surrounding.
119. The end manifests the beginning - the beginning has
no definition.
120. The liquid pelted his skin - the snow heated his head.
121. Being rough - it is not red - being smooth is not clear.
122. Possessing it - it has no value - not possessing it - it
makes no sense.
123. The endless night can have no beginning
124. Life is liquid - death is fluid – heaven is neither.
125. The rock is never still - the sky is an ocean in constant
turmoil.
126. Space is infinity within limits.
127. One Two Four is six – three four five is progress.
128. The future is a vision - the past is a comet’s tail.
129. The clear box contains itself.
130. There is nothing to see beyond seeing.
131. Blending in - standing alone.
132. In the mudless lake - 10000 glass marbles sing.
133. The city map displays lines but not directions.
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134. In class - the student reads the carved desk.
135. Forever ended yesterday.
136. The immortal ceramic fish is beautifully painted.
137. The veins of the green leaf foretell all futures.
138. The abundant ocean contains only water.
139. The one syllable word contains all sounds.
140. All numbers sum to one.
141. Outside the frame - the picture continues.
142. The deepest pit has no depth.
143. Carrying his children - he lost his way.
144. Children singing - lightening dancing frogs croaking
laughing joy.
145. The yellow paint seems clear – the clear paint is a
rainbow.
146. The dead turtle walked along beyond – slowly.
147. The ivy climbs into the dirt.
148. Religious songs - wooden gongs – Spiritual songs pure Light.
149. The temple doors are made of money.
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150. All that lives dies on the sacred alter that is earth.
151. Red is not hot – but it is cool.
152. Words never communicate – they are just a spiritual
facade.
153. In silence - everyone speaks but only a few are heard.
154. Inside the forest - there are no trees just vertical
brown and green.
155. There is no shelter in any home – the only shelter is
the endless universe.
156. What cannot be seen is always present.
157. In the void - I see clearly darkness and light.
158. In the shadows - light abounds.
159. Fire cannot burn wisdom just books.
160. The wisest sage is no more than the common ant.
161. Defective vision can never be corrected with
eyeglasses.
162. The beauty of One cannot be communicated.
163. A million spiders think on 8 million legs.
164. What the hand knows the sage envies.
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165. Traveling never takes anyone anywhere.
166. A national flag is a hater of humanity – most always
dripping with blood.
167. Before and after humanity - the mountains build and
erode in movement.
168. In time - all worlds collide.
169. The glass tiger stalks the universe unseen with the
eyes but well known by the soul.
170. Repetition is the Infinite nature.
171. There is no light but reflected light in a clear glass.
172. The ocean has no bottom - the Infinite has no
dimension.
173. The lightest feather is made of the purest lead.
174. In blindness resides dark clarity.
175. All the words ever written are no more than straw in
the wind.
176. The perfect path is embodied in a good laugh.
177. Absolute truth is subject to interpretation.
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178. Ribbons blowing in the wind - the perfect model of
the universe.
179. Sacred texts make good kindling.
180. The most intense heat is always cold.
181. Perfect harmony is a deep breath.
182. Stillness is the death of all religion.
183. Following no one - following everyone.
184. A light conversation contains the secret doctrine
185. What is not - is.
186. Worn out clothes on the body harmoniously caress
the spirit.
187. The perfect food has no taste.
188. The legless man walks ahead.
189. Solid rock has never been found.
190. The most complex problems have the simplest
solutions.
191. Distinguish time - fall into the timeless black pit.
192. The holiest human must eat and defecate.
193. The holiest human cannot fly nor cares to.
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194. When two dimensions merge - no one notices.
195. As the sun rises - it sets.
196. Clouds of iron manifest the H2O rain.
197. Focusing on the moon - a pearl manifests in the head.
198. The horse with three shoes is awakened.
199. The pair that kills are ignorance and arrogance.
200. Walking on water - painting a book.
201. The hunter stalks his prey playing loudly tunes on a
flute.
202. Walking along sitting on a crocodile.
203. Evening comes - birds hatch and roost.
204. The earth turns - the sun explodes.
205. The crystal sparrow feeds the watchful eye.
206. The paper kite is anchored in the vanishing wave.
207. The eye is a window - the ear a wall.
208. The immaculate garden manifests ebony and ivory.
209. Thoughts are arrows - the cosmos a bow.
210. The planets are diamonds - their orbits are rings.
211. The three-sided square defies logic and defines God.
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212. The ancient tree - no trunk - no limbs - no leaves.
213. The carnivorous tiger is raised on milk.
214. The yoke of the egg manifests the whitest snow.
215. High up on the mountain peak - I am at the base of
the galaxy.
216. Cold water running - gray smoke diving.
217. The hands of the old clock - plow the fields.
218. Racing the wind - I unravel the silver thread.
219. The sharp edge of the knife - unifies heaven and hell.
220. The inkless pen - leaves its mark – look for its tracks
with closed eyes.
221. The base of the pyramid is the top of the ocean wave.
222. The quacking ducks came tomorrow.
223. The orange ball fell up in the morning and down in
the afternoon.
224. The road less taken was the one most often traveled.
225. The old man returned from where he had never been.
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end numbering

226. High in the blue sky - the shark feeds on clouds.
227. All one needs is seldom enough.
228. The wise old sage drew foolish pictures that no one
recognized.
229. The weaver paves all roads.
230. The carpenter works his stone.
231. He shaved his head and his hands became swollen.
The clarity of the spoken truth is always confusing.
1.

That which is everywhere is nowhere and nothing.

2.

The old woman sews the future past.

3.

The three-gong alarm gives birth.

4.

The unwanted child brings the welcomed message.

5.

Where there is no life - there is no death.

6.

The myriad creatures are nothing more than toothless
dogs.

7.

The moon turns red manifesting the compassionate
arrow.
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8.

The disintegrating earth seeks out all things.

9.

Within the skull bone of the dead horse - nothing but
air.

10. The four-legged creatures drink purple pebbles.
11. The mighty elephant walks on water.
12. The blazing comet pierces the finite mind.
13. The bottomless pail carries the water of life.
14. The unborn child orchestrates the tangible universe.
15. From the bottom of the old well - the galaxy pivots.
16. In the tunnel - two dark lights reside.
17. On the back of every turtle - the unseen dimensions
are charted – on the belly plate - archetypal designs.
18. The eagle’s eye hears the waterfall.
19. The most grand and exquisite edifice is made of dust.
20. Inside the metallic box - a grain of brown rice.
21. From the vaporizing seafoam manifests the grains of
rye.
22. The empty belly can never be filled.
23. The gates of hell are held fast by one rose petal.
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24. The greening tree is a fireworks display slow
manifesting.
25. What is a mountain but the valley of the sky?
26. The volcano erupts red ants in a single file.
27. The brilliant flowers rot the purple stones.
28. The unspoken thought is perfectly u
29. The gnashing teeth pierce the bud of the fragrant rose
with a kiss.
30. Far to the east is the northwest.
31. High overhead the moon orbits below.
32. Reality is the heavenly images of the golden pond.
33. The loaf of bread imprisons the beam of light.
34. The exhausted mind sleeps in simplicity.
35. No one knows what everyone knows.
36. The tiger’s claw bears his name.
37. The wagging tail manifests the infinite universe.
38. The black monkey paints yellow fireflies.
39. The coconut has a finite vision.
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40. Outside the apple grows its seeds.
41. The skeleton key cuts the butter.
42. The mother’s milk confuses the child.
43. The paper doll knows all things and fears fire.
44. The temple bells ring but no one rings back.
45. The saltiest fish tastes like candy.
46. Deep in the forest no sounds are made.
47. The light thunders and rolls and electrifies the human
soul.
48. The talking parrot is never understood.
49. The last one is always an illusion.
50. Harmonious work is never labor.
51. The gazing cattle eat the air.
52. Going somewhere makes it impossible to arrive.
53. The unsaid prayers are always answered.
54. He enslaves the world when he heats his supper.
55. Up and down go wooden horses on a merry-goround.
56. The line of time is a ubiquitous snake.
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57. The white rock cotton feeds the world.
58. Irrigating the land manifests the harvest moon.
59. She walks the earth leaving knowledge in her
footprints.
60. Shoeless feet caress the earth.
61. The soaring eagle never leaves the ground.
62. Moving death stands always still.
63. The longest journey is the shortest distance.
64. The healthiest body is disintegrating to the core.
65. Within morality resides infinite immortality.
66. The warmer the clothing the more pearls in the
pocket.
67. The perfect circle has no center point.
68. The yellow canary sings - the ancient sage spits on the
sacred script.
69. The more you sleep - the bluer the sky.
70. The sweetest fruit makes the hottest fire.
71. Muddy water clearly freezes.
72. Drill a hole - conjure a snake.
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73. Two eyes never see clearly.
74. One button holds the world together.
75. The priest meditates on his God - the monkey eats a
banana.
76. All that has been said has been forgotten.
77. The litigant pursues his justice - the peasant gives
thanks for his bread.
78. The mirror penetrates the icy seashell.
79. The migrating geese ingest the stars.
80. The most pious monk must graze upon the earth.
81. The most devout disciple is ever vigilant in his
universe.
82. Hell above - heaven below – fire water the connecting
link.
83. The marital ring burns the living tree.
84. All things die in their own time.
85. The darkest night manifest the brightest stars.
86. There is nothing to fear except the children’s laughter
and the old woman’s tears.
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87. Never sleeping he misses everything.
88. The fisherman’s net binds the sexes.
89. The angels do not know the time of day.
90. The most knowledgeable man joys in his ignorance.
91. All fish taste like lettuce.
92. In the realm of the tiger - the deer is only the lack of
hunger.
93. The vegetarian justifies the killing of non-fish and
non-animal.
94. The innate atoms create life.
95. The most violent death is the herald of perfect beauty.
96. Everything is an exception.
97. Those who desire my death waste their time.
98. On two feet - I traverse the heavens.
99. Heaven is not so far away.
100. In a blink of my eyes - eons come and go.
101. The things she could not tolerate were easiest to live
with.
102. The random thoughts were perfectly aligned.
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103. The legless man cannot share his bliss.
104. He never wanted what she did not have.
105. The most brilliant diamond dulls the light.
106. Crawling along at the speed of light a raindrop falls.
107. The god of all pebbles is a robin’s blue egg.
108. Greed - can never accumulate enough - In greed, he
never came home.
109. Within this body - I am the slow-moving elephant
running.
110. The dishonest man and his righteous friends drink
from the community reservoir.
111. The sweetest revenge is a black snake in a dark hole.
112. The midday sun - green grass reaching.
113. The fisherman’s shoes are worth their weight in gold
which he rejected.
114. Can the field mouse soar the mountain peaks with the
eagle?
115. The anthill erodes away - the tallest building burns
down.
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116. In all the cosmos - constant change.
117. The beloved son is always the gilded cage.
118. The canary has freedom in his cage - sentient beings
have freedom on the earth.
119. The brightest star is the dimmest light.
120. The patriot’s flag glorifies the blood soaked earth.
121. There is no equality - only grasshoppers on the wing.
122. The perfect picture is just a portal.
123. The ubiquitous bumble bees gather the iridescent
pearls.
124. From the white light manifests the rainbow.
125. The most harmonious leader is difficult to recognize
in private.
126. The farmer’s field feeds birds and man.
127. Currents in the water - wind in the air.
128. The tired worker sleeps without rest.
129. The five-pointed star in three-dimensional space
serves no purpose.
130. The foolish woman always manifests wisdom.
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131. Myriads of wombs - infinite entrance portals.
132. Life enters through a door. The wasps fall from the
sky.
133. The dying cosmos implodes infinitely.
134. Harvest the earth - traverse the stars.
135. All paths diverge into one point.
136. Faster than light is her stillness.
137. Catch a thought - manifest the infinite.
138. The soft rain dissolved her mind.
139. Red candles burn as fast as white.
140. Within silence - infinite sounds.
141. The square house - the spherical earth - the dispersed
galaxy.
142. The crescent moon - the whole earth.
143. The green ivy climbs the wall without intention.
144. In the vase of shells - resides the infinite sea.
145. All things forgotten in the reservoir of all things
remembered.
146. The chicken lays its eggs - the child dreams.
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147. Between the eye and the sun - no rainbows can be
seen.
148. They followed the anointed one into his hell.
149. The religious heaven always has a gate.
150. Spiritual hell resides only in religious minds.
151. The legless chair never stops rocking.
152. She returns without leaving
153. One’s journey never begins somewhere else.
154. The photographic image is just a ghost.
155. She painted the snowy landscape in red.
156. Can the caged bird sing?
157. There is nothing beyond infinity.
158. Traveling forever away - she always returns.
159. He acquired the knowledge and retarded his mind.
160. He molded and shaped the clay until it was gone.
161. Thinking divides.
162. The fallen leaf was always green.
163. Counting is the perfect meditation.
164. Forever is never.
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165. The day ends - the night begins – the old man reads
his sacred text.
166. Nothing is hidden.
167. There is no blindness - only white owls.
168. Sliding down - rising up - never resting.
169. What appears to end - really escapes.
170. Pushing manifests resistance.
171. His education voided his knowledge.
172. The symphony exists in chaos after ending in silence.
173. Within the ice - water flows without appearing to
move.
174. Before two - after three – nothing between.
175. The longest way has no beginning.
176. Sitting in one place everywhere.
177. The strongest attraction is perfect repulsion.
178. Freedom is harmony - lightning is chaotic peace.
179. Immersed in water - never wet – the contented soul.
180. Dreaming void in time.
181. What time is up?
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182. The wheel turns - tomorrow never comes.
183. A million plants - one rock – a broken pot.
184. Carried away - she refused to go.
185. Her beauty was deep ugly.
186. Freezing to death in warmth.
187. There is no end to greens crowded in by yellows and
blues.
188. What is the answer to the unasked question?
189. There is always more and less.
190. Uncaught fish don’t exist.
191. Digging a deep hole - he understood nothing.
192. Bring to me what I had tomorrow.
193. Catch the moon one beam at a time.
194. Empty space is always crowded.
195. Within his skull the water circulated.
196. Look for life within the outside.
197. The outside of the box is always open.
198. The inside of the box is not contained.
199. Infinity is never seen - the finite is always rumored.
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200. The ant carries a leaf in his mouth - infinity is his
head.
201. The all-seeing eye sees nothing.
202. They talked and talked - the flowers bloomed and
bloomed.
203. Nothing can be divided that is not split.
204. Insanity comes in perfect clarity.
205. He killed himself and everyone died.
206. The sun explodes inside the kitten’s purr.
207. There is no limit to the finite.
208. The shattered mirror is one piece.
209. Working hard accomplishing nothing.
210. The priceless pearl costs a penny.
211. I die at the end of every breath.
212. He stands out unnoticed.
213. The river runs uphill gathering dew.
214. The early morning fog erases the truth.
215. All things begin in the middle.
216. He died a unique unknown death.
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217. Carrying the world on his back he lost his sight.
218. One ring - two songs.
219. Food in the mouth - fire in the belly.
220. He drank the water and forgot his name.
221. The child called his father - his mother came.
222. The wasp stings eternity.
223. Fire in the sky - copulation below.
224. On the lonely path - she always gives birth.
225. He feared the death that he preferred.
226. When he relaxed - he perceived all things.
227. There are no stars in the non-existent sky.
228. Only the living seek revenge.
229. The children love the candy of truth and believe the
sour taste of lies.
230. Within every lie - resides a kernel of truth.
231. They sacrificed the lead balls in the holy place.
232. He burned the water with his prayers.
233. The healer’s touch - the asp’s sting.
234. He looks for yesterday when tomorrow never comes.
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Who is Dr. John WorldPeace JD ?
When I was about 8 years old, I became aware that all human
beings die. I became aware that these fragile human bodies are not
immortal and eternal but are mortal and finite. I also became
aware that at the end of each life, one's consciousness exits this
reality with nothing but one's experiences. Into this reality, we all
come without material possessions, other than our human bodies,
and from this reality, we all leave with only the script of our lives
which we wrote. That is our testament and upon that testament,
we should contemplate; not just when we die but often as we
experience this life.
My primary purpose in this life is to challenge the predatory
nature of homo sapiens globally. My focus is bringing forward a
more sane and just world human society.
It is my intention to live a minimalist life to prove that the
accumulation of wealth is not necessary for a happy and successful
life and that it, in fact, creates confusion and chaos in one’s life as
well as the world human society. The only power I will have is the
power of the truth of the various aspects of my Advocacy for
peace and WorldPeace.
My concept of family discounts biology. All men are my father,
brother, son. All women are my mother, sister, daughter. Children
are of my body, not my soul.
I do not belong to any organization. I am not a religionist but a
spiritualist. The difference is that religion is a human corporation.
Spirituality is a direct relationship with God.
I changed my name to John WorldPeace (one word) on April 1,
1988, Good Friday and April Fool's day. I changed my name to
WorldPeace as evidence of my commitment to increasing the
peace in the world human society.
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I have been self-employed 95% of my working career in
insurance, accounting, tax, law, and now web design. I will never
retire. I am an artist and writer and poet.
My funds come from my web design business, art, and books. All
incoming monies go to promoting my businesses which
collaterally promotes WorldPeace in one way or another. My ego
is firmly anchored in my WorldPeace Advocacy and not in any
way with the egotistic accumulation and management of physical
assets or money in the bank as an objective in my life or measure
of success. I am 100% committed to increasing the peace in the
world human society and not committed to the accumulation of
assets except incidentally, as above, to promote WorldPeace.
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